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Abstract: FPGA-based reconfigurable systems allow the online adaptation to dynamically changing runtime
requirements. The reliability of FPGAs, being manufactured in latest technologies, is threatened by soft errors,
as well as aging effects and latent defects.To ensure reliable reconfiguration, it is mandatory to guarantee the
correct operation of the reconfigurable fabric. This can be achieved by periodic or on-demand online testing.
This paper presents a reliable system architecture for runtime-reconfigurable systems, which integrates two
non-concurrent online test strategies: Pre-configuration online tests (PRET) and post-configuration online
tests (PORT). The PRET checks that the reconfigurable hardware is free of faults by periodic or on-demand
tests. The PORT has two objectives: It tests reconfigured hardware units after reconfiguration to check that
the configuration process completed correctly and it validates the expected functionality. During operation,
PORT is used to periodically check the reconfigured hardware units for malfunctions in the programmable logic.
Altogether, this paper presents PRET, PORT, and the system integration of such test schemes into a runtimereconfigurable system, including the resource management and test scheduling. Experimental results show
that the integration of online testing in reconfigurable systems incurs only minimum impact on performance
while delivering high fault coverage and low test latency.
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I NTRODUCTION

R

ECONFIGURABLE architectures are constantly gaining
significance for a broad spectrum of applications. In
particular, systems based on Field-Programmable Gate Arrays
(FPGAs) can be found from high-performance computing
[1] and large research systems [2], down to a plethora of
sophisticated embedded applications [3]. Partial runtime reconfiguration is one of the key innovations that have been
introduced in modern FPGAs. It allows the reconfiguration
of selected parts of the FPGA’s fabric at runtime without
affecting other regions that are currently in use. Hence,
such runtime-reconfigurable systems provide an impressive
degree of flexibility and they allow designers to find the
optimal balance between computational performance and
power consumption for their applications at runtime [4].
Modern FPGAs are typically manufactured in latest semiconductor process technologies (e.g. 28 nm for Xilinx Virtex7 and Altera Stratix V). They must not only cope with
soft errors to a growing extent, but also with aging effects,
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variations, and latent defects in the reconfigurable fabric [5–
7]. These reliability threats are aggravated by long mission
times and harsh environmental conditions (e.g. temperature
or radiation).
Test is the enabling technology that allows reliable and
economic use of most recent semiconductor devices. Classic
production and burn-in tests are no longer sufficient to guarantee reliable reconfigurable systems throughout the whole
product lifecycle. For instance, the reconfigurable fabric of
an FPGA has to be constantly monitored by thorough online
testing to check its correct operation over time. In contrast
to offline testing, online tests can be performed concurrently
or non-concurrently to the system’s operation. This task is
particularly challenging for runtime-reconfigurable systems
where the hardware configuration changes dynamically as
part of the normal operation.
For the proposed non-concurrent online pre-configuration
online tests (PRET) and post-configuration online tests (PORT),
we adopt concepts of structural logic and interconnect tests.
The PRET and PORT differ in their target fault models, test
intervals, and test application times. PRET is designed to test
the hardware structure of regions within the reconfigurable
fabric periodically or on-demand [8, 9]. It consists of tests for
all major FPGA structures, such as Configurable Logic Blocks
(CLBs) and interconnects. PORT has the objective to perform
tests on accelerators which are hardware modules that are
dynamically instantiated by runtime reconfiguration. After
reconfiguration, PORT checks that they have been configured
correctly and deliver the expected functionality. At mission
time, PORT is used to periodically check the accelerators for
malfunctions in the programmable logic (e.g. caused by soft
errors).
The test application interrupts the system operation only
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for a minimal amount of time in the order of a few microseconds. Both test schemes are transparent with respect to the
application and accelerator design, i.e. they don’t have to be
modified. The direct system integration of such test schemes
into a runtime-reconfigurable system with minimum impact
on application and system performance, combined with a
high fault coverage is a challenging task that is addressed
in this paper.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
• Introducing a reliable system architecture for runtimereconfigurable systems.
• Seamless integration of nonconcurrent PRET and nonconcurrent PORT such that they are transparent to applications and users.
• Scheduling of PRET (including the reconfiguration of
special test configurations) and PORT periodically and
on-demand.
• Thorough evaluation of the introduced runtimereconfigurable system with respect to performance and
fault coverage.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 gives an
overview of the related work in the fields of reconfigurable
architectures, dependable systems, and test. Section 3 explains the proposed PRET and PORT methods. The system
integration of the proposed online test schemes and the
required scheduling is described in Section 4, followed by
an in-depth evaluation in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the
paper.

Core P ipeline
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Interconnect

Fig. 1. Overview of a typical reconfigurable processor architecture consisting of reconfigurable containers, the core
pipeline, and the memory hierarchy.
that are not intended for runtime reconfiguration can be
tested for permanent faults with established approaches such
as software-based testing of processors and caches [16], or
periodic FPGA test methods which require the interruption
of operation [17]. To test for configuration memory bit-flips,
periodic scrubbing of configuration memory [18] is very
effective.
The focus of this paper lies in regions that are reconfigured at runtime. They need a different testing approach as
their configurations are not known statically. Even though
the partial bitstreams to configure a container are prepared
statically and then retrieved from a repository, the decisions
‘which partial bitstream’ should be reconfigured into ‘which
container’ at ‘which time’ are determined at runtime (example given in Section 5.1).

R ELATED W ORK

2.1 Reconfigurable Architectures

2.2 Dependable Systems

Different kinds of reconfigurable architectures evolved in
the last years [10, 11]. Most architectures focus on exploiting the potential of runtime reconfiguration to increase the
performance of applications. Some architectures reconfigure
entire tasks as dedicated hardware implementations [12],
whereas other architectures reconfigure application-specific
accelerators that are invoked by an application executed on
a processor [13–15].
Fig. 1 shows the system architecture of a typical reconfigurable processor that is composed of runtime-reconfigurable
regions, so-called containers, and a non-reconfigurable core
pipeline. The containers, the core pipeline and the system
memory hierarchy are connected by an interconnect infrastructure as in Fig. 1 which consists of four bi-directional
segmented buses as used in [14]. [14] is also used as baseline
architecture for later integration and evaluation.
The core pipeline is extended by Special Instructions (SIs),
i.e. assembler instructions that perform application-specific
computations such as transformations, filters, encryption.
One or multiple accelerators need to be reconfigured to
containers to implement an SI in hardware. A runtime system
decides, which accelerators are reconfigured into which containers as well as the reconfiguration sequence. More details
about the baseline architecture and its runtime system are
available in [14].
Despite the advantages of runtime-reconfigurable architectures, their management is challenging, especially when it
comes to testing. The regions of the reconfigurable fabric

Dependability, among other system properties, comprises
both reliability and availability [19]. The focus of this work is
to increase reliability by ensuring that the used reconfigurable
fabric is fault-free and the reconfiguration process completes
without error.
For the test of logic resources of the fabric, the stuck-at
fault model is most commonly used. Dedicated fault models
exist for interconnects [20]. Test generation for delay faults
in the fabric has been introduced in [21]. Apart from these
permanent faults, transient events can cause data corruption
in memory elements. Especially for SRAM-based FPGAs, soft
errors in the configuration memory can alter the configured
function. Faults in the reconfiguration logic, e.g. address decoder faults, can result in arbitrary behavior of the configured
fabric.
The reliability of a system can be increased by tests targeting faults, and fault-tolerance measures such as time,
information, or structural redundancy for concurrent error
detection. If executed autonomously and online, these techniques allow a system to detect latent faults and correct
errors. Autonomous adaptation to faults as well as graceful
degradation becomes possible.
Classical approaches, such as duplication with comparison,
triple modular redundancy or principles of self-checking
circuits [22] have been optimized for FPGAs [23–25] and
extended by FPGA-specific techniques like scrubbing [18].
Sensors in the system allow to monitor the circuit behavior
and temperature [26, 27]. The sensor data can be aggregated
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and used to predict failures. With failure detection or prediction at hand, systems based on reconfigurable fabric can
perform self-repair [28–30] to ensure that mission logic does
not use faulty hardware blocks of the fabric. A framework
that dynamically adapts its fault tolerance level to varying
soft error rates is proposed in [31].
Dependable systems based on runtime reconfiguration require that both the reconfigurable fabric is fault-free and the
reconfiguration process completes without error. Runtime online test is an efficient way to check whether the fabric is faultfree and the reconfiguration process completed correctly. Test
complements concurrent error detection techniques allowing
to prevent fault accumulation in the system and thus, is a
requirement in any highly reliable architecture.
2.3 Test Methods for Reconfigurable Architectures
The thorough test of the FPGA fabric requires detailed structural knowledge. The test generation is typically tailored
to a specific FPGA architecture. Application-dependent tests
[32, 33] target the faults relevant for a known, fixed application of the FPGA. Such test schemes have to be adapted for
each application.
In contrast, application-independent tests target the whole
fault universe not limited to a specific use of the reconfigurable resources. Such a test consists of multiple test sessions,
each comprised of a test configuration (TC) and a set of
stimuli. A TC configures the FPGA in a way that a set of the
structures is controllable and observable so that appropriate
test stimuli can be applied to test for faults. The number of
required test configurations may range from a few up to a
few hundreds if programmable interconnect structures are
completely included in the tests [34].
Different test strategies are used for the logic and sequential parts of CLBs, interconnects, I/O cells and specialized
cores like RAM or DSPs. For memories, high-coverage functional March tests [35] are used, for arithmetic structures like
multipliers or DSPs, functional tests with high structural fault
coverage are possible [36].
For an online in-field test of FPGAs, external equipment
for test pattern generation (TPG) and output response analysis
(ORA) [37, 38] is not available. Internal testing approaches
based on built-in self-test (BIST) principles include TPGs and
ORAs in the chip.
The highly regular nature of FPGAs allows to configure the
structures under test into an iterative logic array [39] such
that the test time is constant and independent of the array
size (C-testability) [40]. FPGAs with support for memory
readback allow a test strategy similar to scan design where
the response is captured in sequential elements, read back,
and finally analyzed [17, 41]. The readback increases the test
time.
While the programmable interconnect structures are to
some extent already tested during the test of other structures,
dedicated testing based on multiple test configurations has
been proposed [42–44]. Due to the complexity of the interconnect configuration circuitry, a high number of TCs is required.
This number can be reduced by testing only the interconnect
resources used by the target application [45, 46].
Using partial dynamic reconfiguration of FPGAs, the test
reconfiguration can be conducted by an external [47] or em-

bedded processor at runtime [48–50]. The access to an internal
high-bandwidth configuration port significantly reduces the
reconfiguration time
In addition to testing, the homogeneous structure of an
FPGA allows the efficient diagnosis of faulty components.
High resolution is achieved by additional TCs to distinguish
faults with equal signatures [51].
Both test and diagnosis can be executed offline, requiring
idle periods of the unit under test, or non-concurrently online,
allowing the parts of the array which are currently not under
test to continue functional operations. The Roving STARs (self
testing areas) method [52] partitions the FPGA into multiple
regions which can be either used functionally or tested by an
online BIST scheme controlled by an external module.
Scrubbing [18], i.e. continuous reading and overwriting
the configuration data, detects and repairs errors in the
configuration memory, but fails to detect structural faults in
the CLBs It needs to access the configuration port frequently,
which conflicts with functional runtime reconfigurations and
thus greatly degrades the performance of the reconfigurable
architecture.
In this work the structural test of the reconfigurable fabric
is tightly integrated into the functional system scheduling.
The existing reconfiguration features in the system are reused
as much as possible.
2.4 Online Test Scheduling
Test scheduling strategies for core-based systems have been
proposed targeting the optimization of test time, test power,
and test access bandwidth [53]. For uniform multi-core systems, online test schemes with dedicated test controllers have
been introduced [54], which isolate target cores, i.e. stop the
execution and save the critical state before the application
of stored test patterns. Such scheduling approaches have
been extended to the operating system level [55] and to the
utilization of virtualization techniques [56] for task migration
from cores under test. With respect to runtime-reconfigurable
systems with challenging resource and runtime constraints,
and heterogeneous accelerators, these approaches are of limited use.
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The correct operation of mission logic, instantiated into a
reconfigurable container, mandates that the underlying reconfigurable fabric is free of defects, and the reconfiguration
process is conducted without error.
This section details the design of structural preconfiguration online tests (PRET) and post-configuration
online tests (PORT). Reconfiguration in the target system is
based on containers of a known size, that can be isolated
from the system for testing, and that provide an access for
test stimuli (Fig. 1). All tests are executed at full system
speed.
3.1 PRET: Pre-Configuration Online Test
To check that the reconfigurable fabric of a container is free of
defects, it is necessary to exercise the fabric such that effects of
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defects become observable. This is achieved by the structural
pre-configuration online test [8] which targets the following
faults in the fabric.
3.1.1 Fault Model
The stuck-at fault model is widely adopted in the literature
for FPGA testing [40]. For complex FPGA sub-components
such as lookup tables (LUTs) and flip-flops, typically only
a functional description is available from the vendor and
structural implementation details are missing. This results in
a weak modeling of defects. Here, the stuck-at fault model
is used for components in which the structural information
is sufficient for fault derivation and for the interconnects.
For the remaining components, structural and cell faults
are targeted during test generation resulting in a hybrid
fault model. The tests are generated under the single fault
assumption.
• LUT in function mode: The LUT in function mode is
treated as a combinational function of n inputs and m
outputs, and the cell fault model [57, 58] is applied. Cell
faults describe any mismatch at the outputs of a unit
under test for the possible inputs. The number of cell
faults equals the number of possible inputs multiplied
by the number of faulty outputs 2m (2n − 1).
• LUT in RAM mode: If the LUT is operated in RAM mode,
the following memory faults [35] are targeted: stuck-at
faults, address decoder faults, transition faults, coupling
faults, and data retention faults.
• Sequential elements: CLBs contain separate sequential elements such as flip-flops, latches, or LUTs in shift register
mode. For these elements, we consider the commonly
used fault models in hardware testing, i.e. stuck-at and
transition faults [53].
3.1.2 Test Configuration Generation for CLB Elements
Due to the complexity of a CLB, it requires multiple TCs to
exercise all of its components. In each TC, the fabric under
test is configured such that a subset of the components in
the CLBs is activated and tested. The test configurations are
designed to guarantee full fault coverage. Testing is applied
per container. Each TC consists of two main parts:
1) Container setup: CLBs are configured in a specific way
to ensure the test of targeted faults.
2) Test stimuli: Applied to exercise the configured components in the CLBs.
In addition, test infrastructure is required to generate the
stimuli with a test pattern generator (TPG) and evaluate the
responses with an output response analyzer (ORA). The TPG
and ORA may differ between TCs. They are external to the
container under test to cover the container’s bus interface.
The regular structure of the reconfigurable fabric allows the
efficient and scalable test of large containers by connecting
the CLBs into C-testable arrays as exemplified in Fig. 2. The
CLBs in the array are configured and interconnected such
that each CLB receives all required test patterns at its inputs
from the TPG or via its predecessor. The test responses of
the CLB are propagated to the ORA via its successors. This
ensures equally high controllability and observability of all
CLBs in the array during testing. The resulting test time for
the array is very low and independent of the array size [40].

A TPG feeds the test patterns to the array and the responses
are aggregated and evaluated using an ORA. For the TPG, a
counter is used to generate the exhaustive test set. Responses
are evaluated by mutual comparison, as indicated in Fig. 2.
To avoid a slow test clock, the TCs are pipelined by utilizing
the sequential elements in CLBs.
Test Pattern
Generator
(TPG),
e.g. counter

Container

Output Response
Analyzer (ORA)

Fig. 2. Container configured into a C-testable array with
external TPG and ORA.
For the LUT in function mode, all cell faults are targeted.
This is achieved by two TCs [40], and by applying the
exhaustive set of test patterns to the inputs. For the shift
register mode of the LUT, stuck-at and transition faults are
tested by applying standard scan chain test patterns [59]. The
LUTs in shift register mode are connected into multiple shift
chains. The outputs of these chains are compared mutually
for response evaluation. Individual flip-flops in CLBs can be
simultaneously tested in the same TC by including them into
the chain. An n-input LUT can also implement a 2n -bit RAM
which is tested by the MATS++ [35] algorithm to ensure
coverage of all stuck-at faults, address decoder faults, and
transition faults. Test patterns are generated by the global
TPG.
The multiplexers in the CLBs are tested by applying all
possible configurations to exercise all combinations of the
select signals. The data path is tested for stuck-at faults by
applying the 0 and 1 stimuli. Multiplexer testing is typically
included in other tests since they are on the sensitized path
used for testing other components.
Many FPGA architectures contain dedicated carry chains
consisting of multiplexers and XOR cells. To test for all the
stuck-at faults in the carry chain efficiently, the elements are
configured into pipelined C-testable arrays.
Testing flip-flops in CLBs is identical to testing the LUT
in shift register mode. If there are level sensitive latches, a
separate TC is required which creates a scan chain of latches.
To guarantee proper latch function, two non-overlapping
clocks are used. A detailed discussion is given in [8].
For a container consisting of multiple CLBs, the TCs are
generated according to Fig. 3. In the first step, the targeted
CLBs in the container are selected, depending on its size and
location. Then, the required TPG and ORA for the different
tests are generated. In the last step, the configuration of the
container is created by instantiating TC templates for the
selected CLBs. The resulting configuration data is stored in
an XDL (Xilinx Design Language, [60]) file.
3.1.3

TCs for Application-Dependent Interconnect Test

During system operation the set of reconfigured hardware
accelerators uses only a fraction of the interconnect resources,
such as wires and programmable interconnect points (PIPs).
Instead of testing the complete interconnect configuration
circuitry, only the interconnect resources used by the target application are tested in an application-dependent pre-

Specify container location/size by
coordinates to obtain targeted CLBs

TC

Generate TPG/ORA, independent of
container size (C-testability)

TC

TPG/ORA

TC

TPG/ORA

5

Instantiate test configuration template
in container sites, write XDL file

XDL

Fig. 3. XDL file generation flow for CLB TCs.
configuration test. Thereby the number of required test configurations is much lower than in an exhaustive test of all
configuration possibilities of the PIPs.
The required TCs for this interconnect test are derived
from the accelerator configurations (ACs) such that a high
controllability and observability of the used interconnects
is achieved. For each accelerator, the interconnect structure
under test is given by its AC and taken over into the
corresponding TC. Since the logic functions in the ACs may
reduce controllability and observability, the functions are
modified in the TC. All logic functions implemented in CLBs
in the AC are changed to the XOR function. All faults at
interconnect lines are observable at the outputs unless all
propagation paths to outputs are reconverging multipaths
with even branch multiplicity (fault coverage is analyzed in
Section 5.2).
Each test configuration is now transformed to an equivalent simulation model containing FPGA primitives such as
wires, multiplexers or LUTs. The behavioral description of
these primitives is provided by Xilinx in the SIMPRIM library.
A commercial automatic test pattern generation (ATPG) tool
is used to generate the interconnect test patterns. The list of
targeted faults consists of stuck-at faults assigned to all inand output ports of the contained primitives such that all
faults at signal fanout stems and their branches are tested.
The precomputed test set is applied once the TC is configured into a container. The container under test computes
a signature over all test responses which is then compared
with the stored expected signature.
3.2 PORT: Post-Configuration Online Test
The fabric’s structural integrity is assessed by executing
PRET. However, this does not guarantee the correct configuration and integration of mission logic in a container. Errors
may occur during the configuration process:
• due to faults in the configuration logic, and/or
• due to corruption of the bitstream in system memory or
during transmission of the bitstream caused by transient
events such as crosstalk or radiation.
In consequence, the configured function of the targeted
container may be wrong. Even worse, the configuration of
other containers may be adversely altered in case of address
decoder faults or errors in the configuration address in the
bitstream.
The post-configuration online test (PORT) tests the function
of the reconfigured hardware accelerators. Conducting PORT
directly after reconfiguration assesses whether the reconfiguration process completed without errors and that the expected functionality is delivered. A periodic PORT execution

during operation checks for malfunctions occurring during
phases where no reconfiguration occurs, for example the
corruption of configuration bits due to soft errors.
The PORT is conducted by deterministically generated
patterns exercising structures with low controllability or observability. PORT does only test the parts of the container
fabric which are used by the mission logic. Both built-in selftest as well as software-based self-test principles for test generation and response evaluation can be exploited. In contrast
to PRET, PORT does not reconfigure the tested structures
and thus exhibits a much lower performance impact on the
application.
3.2.1 Test Set Generation
Post-configuration online test patterns are generated for each
accelerator. A deterministic pattern set exercising the given
accelerator is derived similar to the steps in Section 3.1.3.
The configuration bits of the contained primitives define their
behavior and are specified as model parameters called initstrings (Fig. 4-a). The models of the primitives are transformed such that deterministic test patterns can be generated
using a commercial automatic test pattern generation (ATPG)
tool.
a) SIMPRIM instance
(behavioral)

b) Mapped instance
(structural)

x
A1
A2
A3

Cell
Fault

LUT3

x
Config / Init

A1
A2
A3

8:1 Multiplexer
OUT

OUT

LUT3

Fig. 4. Mapping of configuration bits for a 3-input LUT.
This transformation requires a detailed structural modeling
of the configurable primitives. We map the behavioral simulation models to a structural description based on multiplexers
such that the configuration bits are represented as separate
signals. E.g. each n-input LUT containing 2n configuration
bits is mapped to a tree of 2n − 1 2:1 multiplexers. This
mapped model is processed by the commercial automatic test
pattern generation tool and yields a test pattern set targeting
stuck-at faults on internal signals as well as in configuration
bits, i.e. cell faults in the used LUTs (Fig. 4-b).
3.2.2 Test Execution
The post-configuration online test execution is possible by
two strategies: Each configured accelerator is tested with its
accelerator specific pattern set (Section 3.2.1). Alternatively, a
unified test set which consists of the union of all generated
accelerator specific test sets is used for all containers. This test
set is effective for all considered accelerators and is efficiently
applied to all containers in parallel using a broadcast on the
bus structure (similar to multi-site testing). Each container
calculates a test signature over all test responses of the
applied pattern set using a 32-bit multiple input signature
register (MISR, [53]). By comparing the signature of each
container with the expected signature of the configured accelerator the test result is calculated.
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4.1 Integration Overview
This section explains how the developed test manager that
contains the test pattern generator (TPG) and the output response analyzer (ORA) for PRET and PORT is integrated
into a runtime-reconfigurable system. Fig. 5 shows an excerpt of a reconfigurable fabric with three containers and
the components involved in testing them. In the first step
(Fig. 5a), the runtime system decides that an accelerator shall
be reconfigured into a particular container to implement a
Special Instruction (SI), which triggers the demand to test the
container first (a so-called on-demand PRET). Details on those
decisions of the runtime system (available in [14, 61]) are
beyond the scope of this paper and are orthogonal to the presented approach. As performing an exhaustive PRET would
delay the accelerator reconfiguration significantly, PRET is
executed incrementally. This means that not all Test Configurations (TCs) are applied to the container at once, but only
some of them. The runtime system decides how many TCs
should be applied (potentially none) before reconfiguring the
accelerator, depending on the test history. The runtime system
tracks which TCs were applied to a container in the past and
how much time passed since the last exhaustive PRET of the
container. Depending on this test history, it activates PRET,
reconfigures the selected TCs into the container, and uses
TPG and ORA to exercise the reconfigurable fabric (Fig. 5b).
In addition to the on-demand PRETs, the runtime system
also schedules periodic PRETs to ensure that also seldomly
reconfigured containers are tested.
a) Initial Binding of Accelerators to
Containers

b) Basic Pre-configuration online Test
(PRET)

Test Manager
PORT

Test Manager
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Fig. 6. Test manager integration with TPG and ORA.
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4.2 Integration Details
The presented PRET and PORT are conceptually orthogonal
to a particular system architecture. This section describes
their integration into the reconfigurable processor architecture that is shown in Fig. 1 (the baseline architecture). Fig. 6
shows the resulting architecture after the test manager is
integrated with the reconfigurable containers.
To execute PRET or PORT, the test manager needs to communicate with the container under test. This communication
is established by the same interconnect infrastructure that is
already available to establish inter-container communication
for SI executions. In order to utilize this infrastructure, both
PRET and PORT are implemented as dedicated test-SIs. In the
baseline architecture, all SIs contain an implicit control word
which is not part of the SI assembly instruction, but stored
in an on-chip memory for each executable SI. This control
word configures the interconnect infrastructure according to
the SI requirements, i.e. depending on which containers are
configured with the required accelerators. For the test-SIs, the
same mechanism is used to establish the connection between
the test manager and the container under test. Additional
details can be found in [61, 62], but are not required for
understanding the test schemes described in this paper.
Cont. 5

AND

Cont. 4

S YSTEM I NTEGRATION

Cont. 1

4

Reconfig Port

Conf.
Data

Fig. 5. Typical runtime flow with PRET and PORT.
If no structural defect is found by PRET, the runtime
system reconfigures the desired accelerator into the container (Fig. 5c). Before the accelerator is used in an SI, the
runtime system triggers an on-demand PORT (Fig. 5d) to
test whether the reconfiguration process completed without
error, i.e. whether the accelerator is operational. Additionally,
accelerators instantiated in other containers are tested as well
to check that they were not affected by the reconfiguration.
As PORT does not require any reconfiguration, it operates
significantly faster than PRET and can also be applied during
normal operation. The runtime system schedules subsequent
periodic PORTs.

For PRET, the test configuration needs to be reconfigured
into the container under test before the test-SI can be executed. Sending the test patterns to the container under test
and analyzing the responses is similar for PRET and PORT
and is performed by the test-SIs. When the processor executes
a test-SI, the SI parameters are sent from the register file to
the test manager, as shown in Fig. 6 step 1 . The parameters
determine which container is tested and which test patterns
are applied. The test manager sends the test patterns to all
containers (Fig. 6 step 2 ). The patterns are generated in
the test manager, or stored along with the expected output
signatures in an on-chip memory (see evaluation in Section 5).
The memory is attached as a slave to the system bus and
initialized when the system starts.
For PRET targeting subcomponents of CLBs, a test pattern
and its corresponding response fit into one 32-bit word each.
For each test pattern, the responses of 4 containers are sent
back to the test manager (Fig. 6 step 3 ). The limitation to 4
responses per cycle is due to the availability of 4 buses for
the interconnect infrastructure. The example in Fig. 6 step 3
shows how the responses of containers 1–4 are sent back via
the buses. The test manager then selects the response of the
container under test with an internal multiplexer. To be able
to perform PRET on containers 5–8, another test-SI is used
that configures the interconnect infrastructure such that the
results of these containers are sent back.
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During PORT, the responses of the accelerators are compacted in space and time as explained in Section 3.2. After
the application of the test patterns, a single 32-bit signature
per container has been computed and is stored locally. To
ensure that the outputs and the bus interface of a container
are also tested, the hardware that computes the signature
is integrated into the interconnect infrastructure. PORT only
needs one test-SI that tests all containers at the same time.
After applying all test patterns, the locally stored signatures
are sent to the test manager in multiple cycles (four signatures
per cycle). The test manager then compares the signatures
with the expected signatures that are specific for each accelerator. The information which accelerator is reconfigured to
which container is available in the hardware architecture and
is updated before and after each reconfiguration.
For PRET targeting interconnects, an interconnect test configuration is reconfigured into the container under test similar
to PRET for CLB subcomponents. Then, stored test patterns
are applied similar to PORT, and a test signature is computed
and sent back to the test manager.
At the end of the tests (PRET or PORT), the final test result
(passed or failed) is written back to the register file (Fig. 6
step 4 ). As the PORT test-SI tests all containers at the same
time, the result contains a 1-bit information (passed or failed)
for each container.
4.3 Test Scheduling
4.3.1 PRET Scheduling
The cost of PRET execution is high as time-consuming reconfigurations have to be performed. Thus, we aim at reducing
the application impact by executing PRET at times when
the system needs to be reconfigured anyway. An on-demand
PRET Test Configuration (TC) is scheduled after a certain
number of Accelerator Configurations (ACs). For instance, one
TC is scheduled before every AC or before every 2nd AC, 3rd
AC, etc. This allows to distribute the tests over space (number of containers) and time (test frequency of a particular
container). The tests are initiated by the runtime system that
is responsible for scheduling the accelerator reconfigurations.
After a reconfiguration completes, the runtime system is
informed by an interrupt. If that reconfiguration was a test
configuration, the runtime system executes a PRET SI for
the corresponding container and evaluates its result before
triggering the next reconfiguration.
In addition to on-demand PRETs before accelerator configurations, a timer-based periodic PRET is realized. This is
required to limit the test latency for containers which are
only rarely reconfigured by the running application. The
periodic PRET is implemented by a handler (see Algorithm 1)
consisting of two phases: i) triggering the reconfiguration of
a TC for a particular container (lines 3–14) and ii) executing
the PRET SI after the TC is reconfigured (lines 15–29).
The first phase of the handler scans all containers for their
last test time (maintained by a data structure of the runtime
system) and identifies the least recently tested container (lines
4–6 in Algorithm 1). If the time since the last test is larger
than a configurable threshold (we use 500 ms for evaluation
in Section 5), a periodic PRET is triggered for this container.
The second phase of the handler is activated when the
reconfiguration of the test configuration triggered by the first

phase is completed. It then executes the PRET SI, informs the
runtime system about the health state of the container under
test and updates the data structures for the next PRET.
Algorithm 1 Interrupt Handler for periodic PRET using the
‘Least Recently Tested Strategy’.
Require: Trigger by timer event and reconf complete event
Require: cont[i]: runtime system information about containers
1: static pret cont := NULL; // which container
2: static pret tc := NULL; // which test configuration
3: if (triggered by timer event) then
4:
// determine least recently tested container
5:
lrt cont := M IN∀Container i {cont[i].last test time};
6:
lrt time := cont[lrt cont].last test time;
7:
if (current time − lrt time > Threshold) then
8:
pret cont = lrt cont;
9:
pret tc = cont[lrt cont].next tc;
10:
// Trigger the reconfiguration of the test config.
11:
reconf iguration queue.push(pret cont, pret tc);
12:
return
13:
end if
14: end if
15: if (triggered by reconf complete event and pret cont 6= NULL
and cont[pret cont].accelerator = pret tc) then
16:
switch (pret cont)
17:
case 0 − 3:
18:
result = pret si cont0 3(pret cont);
// this calls the test-SI for containers 0–3
// parameter: which of these 4 containers to test
19:
break
20:
case 4 − 7:
21:
result = pret si cont4 7(pret cont − 4);
22:
break
23:
end switch
24:
cont[pret cont].health state := result;
25:
cont[pret cont].last test time := current time;
26:
cont[pret cont].next tc := (cont[pret cont].next tc + 1)
mod number of tcs;
27:
pret cont := NULL;
28:
pret tc := NULL;
29: end if

4.3.2

PORT Scheduling

The on-demand PORT is conducted directly after reconfiguration to assure that the reconfiguration process has correctly
completed without error and that the configured accelerator
delivers the expected functionality. As PORT tests all containers in parallel (see sections 3.2 and 4.2), errors in the
other accelerators, e.g. due to address decoder faults in the
configuration logic or errors in the configuration address, are
detected as well.
In addition, periodic PORTs are also scheduled over runtime to check the accelerators for malfunctions, caused e.g. by
emergent faults in CLBs or soft errors in configuration bits.
Periodic PORT is realized by an interrupt handler similar to
the periodic PRET handler (Algorithm 1), but without the
need to trigger reconfigurations.

5

E VALUATION

This section investigates the overhead and test effectiveness
of PRET and PORT, integrated into the reconfigurable architecture described in Section 4.
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5.1 Experimental Setup
The reconfigurable architecture introduced in Section 4 forms
the platform for the experimental evaluation. A Leon processor [63] is used as core pipeline with a configurable number
of attached containers (see Fig. 1). The actual hardware prototyping is performed on an XUPV5 FPGA board with a Xilinx
Virtex-5 LX110T. Our prototype has 5 runtime-reconfigurable
containers with 4x20 CLBs per container. We have integrated
the test manager into the prototype (as shown in Fig. 6)
and implemented test-SIs to perform tests. A SystemC-based
simulator (parameterized by the hardware prototype) is used
for evaluating different system parameters like the number
of containers. The system operates at a clock frequency of 100
MHz and a reconfiguration bandwidth of 50 MB/s (limited
by off-chip system DRAM that is also used to store partial
bitstreams).
A sophisticated H.264 video encoder is chosen as target
application. The encoder is a challenging application since
it frequently reconfigures accelerators in the containers. The
H.264 encoder consists of three different functional blocks
that are executed in sequence for each video frame: Motion Estimation (ME), Encoding Engine (EE), and in-loop
deblocking filter. Each functional block requires different
Special Instructions (SIs, implemented by multiple different
accelerators) that are reconfigured when the block executes.
For instance, when EE processes a frame then the SIs for EE
are reconfigured which replaces the SIs for ME that finished
processing this frame before EE started. The SI requirements
for a particular computational block may vary over time. For
instance, EE uses different encoding techniques (accelerated
by different SIs) depending on the input data, e.g. slow
moving objects vs. hectically changing structures.
In total, 9 SIs are implemented for the H.264 encoder by
using combinations of 9 different types of accelerators (see
Table 1). More details about the developed SIs and accelerators for H.264 are available in [64]. The implementation
of the H.264 encoder on the reconfigurable system leads to
a speedup of more than 20× in comparison to the Leon
processor without SIs.
5.2 PRET Results
The PRET overhead and test effectiveness are discussed
in the following. Additional hardware blocks for TPG and
ORA as well as memory for the generated test patterns are
required. This introduces a small area overhead discussed in
Section 5.2.1 but has no effect on the system clock frequency.
Tests are scheduled periodically or on-demand to containers
like functional workloads. PRET execution may delay the
configuration of accelerators or consume communication resources. The resulting impact on the performance as well as
the test effectiveness are presented in Section 5.2.2.
5.2.1 Test Configurations
A full test session consists of multiple test configurations
(TCs), each of which tests a subset of the components in the
CLBs of a container or a set of interconnects used in one
of the accelerator configurations as explained in Section 3.1.
Altogether nine TCs are required to test all subcomponents
in the CLBs, and another nine TCs are required to test

TABLE 1
Short description of accelerators implemented for H.264.
Accelerator

Description

Clip3
CollapseAdd
LF BS4
LF Cond
PointFilter

clipping to a configurable min/max interval
summing up the 4 bytes inside a 32-bit word
4-pixel edge filter for in-loop deblocking
filtering condition for in-loop deblocking
six-tap filter for sub-pixel motion estimation
and compensation
4 parallel byte subtractions
sum of absolute differences of two 4-pixel rows
sum of absolutes of four 16-bit values
(inverse) DCT or (inverse) Hadamard transform.

QuadSub
SADrow 4
SAV
Transform

the interconnects of the nine accelerators of Table 1. Partial
bitstreams for these TCs are generated and stored in memory.
Table 2 provides an overview of the 18 TCs, the 9 CLB
TCs labeled TC 1-9 and the 9 interconnect TCs labeled 10-18.
Column one shows the configuration number. Column two
shortly describes the parts of fabric under tested. Columns
three and four list the PRET overhead in CLBs used for the
TPG and ORA and the size of the generated partial bitstream.
The total area overhead introduced by PRET for all TCs
is 17 CLBs. The test time for a container consists of two
parts: the container configuration time and the test pattern
application time (see ‘Test length’ in Table 2). Typically, the
latter ranges from a few cycles up to a few hundred cycles.
For instance, applying all test patterns for TC 9 (the TC with
the largest number of patterns) lasts 3.2 µs at 100 MHz system
frequency. The container configuration time dominates the
test time with tens of thousands of cycles and is directly
proportional to the size of the configuration data (partial
bitstreams) and the reconfiguration bandwidth. As shown in
Table 2, the bitstream size of each TC varies from 22.3 KB to
29.6 KB, which corresponds to a configuration time between
0.45 ms and 0.59 ms at 50 MB/s configuration bandwidth,
i.e. between 45 and 59 thousand cycles at 100 MHz system
frequency.
The PRET overhead for the interconnect TCs is not applicable as the deterministic patterns are not generated by a TPG
but stored similar to PORT patterns. For response compaction
we reuse the response compaction unit of the PORT. In
total 3780 bytes are required to store the test patterns of
all interconnect TCs together with their signatures. One of
the nine accelerators (and its corresponding TC) requires
two clock cycles for execution (78.8 MHz). All others require
only a single clock cycle and have a frequency higher than
100 MHz. All interconnect TCs reach a fault coverage of 100%,
except for SADrow 4 with a fault coverage of 98.28%.
5.2.2 PRET Scheduling
Fig. 7 shows the simulation results for the performance loss
under different test frequencies, depending on the number
of reconfigurable containers. The test frequencies vary from
one test configuration before every accelerator configuration
(1 TC/AC) to one test configuration before every 4th accelerator configuration (1 TC/4 ACs). Using a lower test frequency
(e.g. 1 TC/4 ACs) reduces the overhead. The PRET handler
is triggered every 1 ms and performs PRET if a container has
not been tested for 500 ms. For reference, in a system with 10
containers and without PRET/PORT, the time between two
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PRET Bitstr. Freq.
Test
overh. size
length
[CLBs] [KB] [MHz] [Patterns]

Tested components

LUT conf. as XOR,
1
connected to FF
LUT conf. as XNOR,
2
connected to FF
Carry MUX, interleaved
3
with MUX and latch
Carry MUX, interleaved
4
with MUX and latch
Carry XOR, interleaved
5
with MUX and FF
Carry XOR, interleaved
6
with MUX and FF
Carry-in/-out with
7
multiplexed scan chain
LUT conf. as SR
8
with slice MUX
LUT conf. as RAM
9
with slice output
Interconnect and PIPs
10-18
of the nine accelerators

24.0

207

64

2

24.0

207

64

1

28.6

168

6

1

26.1

154

6

1

28.0

168

6

1

28.2

154

6

1

27.1

183

6

1

22.9
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6

7
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320

n.a.
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exceeds the threshold (in our experiment 500 ms) is higher.
For reconfigurable systems with a large number of containers,
all accelerators may fit into the containers at the same time.
Hence, less reconfigurations are required leading to fewer ondemand tests and a higher number of periodic tests.
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Fig. 8. Average test latency under different PRET frequencies
and number of containers.
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8

5

2

consecutive accelerator configurations in a container ranges
from 13.2 ms to 1240 ms (average: 200 ms).
Reconfigurable architectures with more containers have
a lower overhead as more containers are still operational
during the test application. For instance, in an architecture
with 5 containers, only 4 containers can be used for SIs
during the PRET reconfiguration and pattern application
period, whereas in an architecture with 14 containers, still
13 containers can be used for acceleration.
Fig. 8 shows the average test latency. For example, for
an architecture with 10 containers and a test frequency of
1 TC/3 ACs, each container is completely tested every 7.1
seconds while the performance loss introduced by PRET is
only 0.5%. The observed test latencies (3.8 s to 8.1 s) show
that emerging faults do not remain undetected in the system
for longer than 1.9 s to 4.05 s in average.
As shown in Fig. 9, with decreasing on-demand PRET
frequencies, the number of on-demand tests (solid lines)
decreases while the number of periodic tests (dashed lines)
increases. A low on-demand PRET frequency increases the
chance that a periodic test will be triggered because the
possibility that a container remains untested for a time that

5

1 TC/AC
1 TC/3 ACs

10

14

Number of containers

Fig. 7. Performance loss of the video encoder application
under different on-demand PRET frequencies and number of
containers.

Number of reconfigurations for PRET

TC

Average test latency
[s]

TABLE 2
Test configurations for CLBs and interconnects: Overhead,
size, frequency and length.

400

5 containers; ondemand PRET
5 containers;
periodic PRET
9 containers; ondemand PRET
9 containers;
periodic PRET
14 containers;
on-demand PRET
14 containers;
periodic PRET

350
300

250
200
150
100
50

0

1

1 TC / AC

2

1 TC / 2 ACs

3

1 TC / 3 ACs

4

1 TC / 4 ACs

Frequencies for on-demand PRET

Fig. 9. Comparison of the number of on-demand and periodic
tests for different on-demand PRET frequencies and number
of containers.
5.3 PORT Results
This section discusses the achieved fault coverage and test
overhead of PORT.
5.3.1 Fault Coverage
The fault coverage of the test patterns applied during PORT is
evaluated by fault simulation. The targeted fault set depends
on the CLB usage of the accelerator and is computed according to the hybrid fault model (see Section 3.1.1). It is the union
of the stuck-at faults in the used CLBs and interconnects, as
well as the functional cell faults for all used LUTs.
The fault simulation is based on the synthesized, mapped
and routed accelerators, for which simulation models based
on Xilinx SIMPRIM instances are generated (see Section 3.2.1). E.g. Clip3 contains 87 LUT2, 78 LUT3, 128 LUT4,
27 LUT5 and 37 LUT6 instances containing 6252 LUT configuration bits which are mapped to 5895 2:1 multiplexers.
In these instances, a number of address inputs to LUTs have
been assigned constant values during synthesis, effectively
masking out a part of the memory elements in the LUT. These
blocked cell faults are functionally irrelevant and untestable
under the single fault assumption. Hence, these cell faults are
excluded from the evaluation of the fault coverage (resulting
in 6162 LUT configuration bit faults for Clip3).
Table 3 shows for each accelerator i the amount of essential
bits (the bits associated with the design, a true subset of the
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configuration bits), the number of deterministic test patterns
Pi , as well as the numbers of LUT and stuck-at faults (Fi )
according to the underlying fault model, and the achieved
fault coverage (F Ci ) using the union of the individual test
pattern sets. For accelerators Clip3 and SADrow 4, the fault
coverage of cell faults in the LUTs is low. These faults are
proven untestable by the test generation tool, i.e. it is not
possible to select the value in the LUT by an input pattern
and propagate the value to an observable output.
TABLE 3
Accelerator dimensions and achieved fault coverage of PORT
for the hybrid fault model.

Accelerator
Clip3
CollapseAdd
LF BS4
LF Cond
PointFilter
QuadSub
SADrow 4
SAV
Transform

Essential
config.
Pi
size
[count]
[bits]
65,608
22,836
48,653
27,681
86,866
18,984
39,380
34,242
48,762

549
176
241
1038
244
16
715
393
218

LUT config.
bit faults
Fi
F Ci
[count]
[%]
6,162
1,012
2,184
2,704
6,502
128
4,060
2,170
4,136

55.84
100.00
98.12
95.67
89.26
100.00
65.96
96.26
100.00

Stuck-at
faults
Fi
F Ci
[count]
[%]
1,644
728
1,528
784
3,230
622
1,164
1,102
1,356

92.63
90.24
98.03
89.28
96.56
95.81
95.70
92.83
98.52

Altogether, PORT sends 3,590 test patterns to the containers
which takes 35.9 µs at 100 MHz system frequency. The test
patterns and expected signatures for specific accelerators are
stored in an on-chip memory. For the accelerators in Table 3,
altogether 28,756 bytes are required for the test patterns and
signatures, which is roughly the size of a test configuration
bitstream for PRET (see Table 2). The required memory
occupies only 7 Block RAMs, approx. 4% of on-chip memory
resources in the Virtex-5 LX110T FPGA.
5.3.2

Estimation of PORT Effectiveness

We estimate the effectiveness of PORT-based periodic accelerator testing by a stochastic model of the average time period
TCRIT where a fault is critical, i.e. it remains undetected in
the system. During this period TCRIT , a fault might cause
data corruption or system failure.
Since transient faults occur at a much higher rate than
aging induced faults, we focus on soft error induced corruption of the configuration bits causing structural or functional
changes in the accelerator. A fault is thus either detected
by PORT or removed by a regular container reconfiguration
(configuring a new accelerator).
TCRIT depends on the fault rate in the configuration bits
of the accelerators, the frequency of reconfigurations fC and
PORT executions fP , as well as the fault coverage of PORT.
Since our reconfigurable system allows to use multiple accelerators in different containers, we compute TCRIT as the sum
i
of the critical time TCRIT
of each accelerator i , weighted by
Ui , the fraction of time accelerator i is instantiated and used.
The soft error rate of an accelerator SERi depends on the
system soft error rate SER and the number of configuration
bits in the accelerator: SERi = SER · sizei . Soft errors
are assumed to be uniformly distributed in space and time.
Finally, with the fault coverage F Ci of PORT for accelerator

i and mission time t, we obtain:
X
i
TCRIT (t) =
TCRIT
(F Ci , fP , fC ) · Ui · SERi · t

(1)

acc. i

i
To estimate TCRIT
of an accelerator in the system, we
assume that reconfigurations (either caused by the application or PRET) are performed with fixed frequency fC . PORT
fault coverage, accelerator size and usage are known from
fault simulation (Table 3), synthesis results and application
profiling.
i
The computation of TCRIT
distinguishes the cases that:
(a) the fault occurs just before a reconfiguration and is
removed before PORT is executed, (b) the fault occurs, PORT
is executed and detects the fault such that the system can
trigger PRET or a reconfiguration, and (c) the fault occurs,
PORT is executed without detecting the fault which remains
undetected until the next reconfiguration. Assuming that the
PORT frequency is higher than the configuration frequency
fP ≥ fC > 0 Hz:
(a)

z
}|
{ 

fC
1 1
fC
i
·
+ 1−
·
TCRIT (F Ci , fP , fC ) =
fP
2 fP
fP


h
1 1
1 1
1 i
+ (1 − F Ci ) ·
F Ci ·
+
2f
2 fC
fP
| {z P} |
{z
}
(b)

(2)

(c)



1 1
= F Ci ·
2 fP





1 1
+ (1 − F Ci ) ·
2 fC



(3)

i
For fP = 0 Hz, TCRIT
= 21 f1C . For fC = 0 Hz and F Ci =
1 1
i
i
100%, TCRIT = 2 fP . For fC = 0 Hz and F Ci < 100%, TCRIT
is not bound.
The graph in Fig. 10 shows TCRIT in seconds for our
system with an SER of 1 soft error per day and MBit
configuration data and a mission time t of 1 day. TCRIT
is given in dependence of the reconfiguration frequency
fC , as well as PORT frequency fP . At the blue line fP is
equal to fC . On the right side of the line (fP < fC ), the
application of PORT has no additional effect, whereas on the
left side (fP > fC ), PORT lowers TCRIT . Fig. 10 shows that
TCRIT can be reduced by two orders of magnitude. Even at
low frequency, PORT reduces TCRIT significantly and thus
increases system availability.

5.3.3 PORT Scheduling
As presented in Section 4.3.2, one PORT is scheduled after
each reconfiguration and periodically over runtime to test
all containers for functional integrity. Since PORT is implemented as a dedicated test-SI (Section 4.2), the application
execution time is affected by PORT. When the total execution
time without PORT is tbase , then the total execution time with
activated PORT tP ORT can be expressed as
tP ORT = tbase + tP ORT · fP · d + nC · d

(4)

where fP is the frequency of periodic PORT executions, d is
the duration in cycles of one PORT execution, and nC is the
number of reconfigurations. Therefore, the performance loss
due to PORT is
1 + nC · d/tbase
tP ORT − tbase
=
−1
(5)
tbase
1 − fP · d
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TCRIT [s]

twice in a very short period.
During the reconfiguration of a container, no PORT
can be executed for that container (no accelerator is
available in that container during reconfiguration).
In situations (1) and (3), the test latency of a container is
prolonged while in (2) it is shortened. The observed worst
case test latency, which corresponds to the longest untested
time period of a container is shown in the lower part of
Table 4.
(3)
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Fig. 10. Fault duration TCRIT until detection/removal depending on configuration frequency fC and PORT frequency fP .
Since for the H.264 video encoder the term nC · d/tbase is
significantly smaller than 1, the performance loss is dominated by the periodic PORT. We have evaluated this by
simulations. The upper part of Table 4 shows the performance
loss due to PORT for different PORT frequencies from 143 Hz
to 1,000 Hz, i.e. test periods from 1 ms to 7 ms. For each
PORT frequency, the table shows the minimum and maximum performance loss of 10 reconfigurable systems with
different number of containers (5 to 14). The small difference
between the minimum and the maximum values shows that
PORT is basically unaffected by an increasing number of
containers. This is because one execution of a PORT testSI tests all containers at the same time (see Section 4.2).
Altogether, the performance overhead due to PORT is very
low (between 0.51% and 3.73%) and scales well with higher
PORT frequencies.
TABLE 4
PORT performance loss and worst case test latency under
different PORT frequencies.
PORT frequency [Hz]
Performance loss

143

167

200

250

333

500 1000

min.∗ [%]
max.∗ [%]

0.51 0.59 0.72 0.89 1.20 1.81
0.56 0.63 0.75 0.92 1.23 1.85

Worst case∗∗ test latency

143

167

200

250

333

500 1000

min.∗

7.0
7.8

6.0
6.8

5.0
5.8

4.1
4.8

3.3
3.8

2.3
2.8

3.68
3.73

PORT frequency [Hz]

[ms]
max.∗ [ms]
*
**

1.7
1.8

Summarizing 10 reconfigurable systems with 5 to 14 containers.
Corresponds to the longest time period in the whole runtime in
which a container remains untested.

In addition to the configured test frequency, the following
further situations affect the actual test latency of a container:
(1)
If PORT is scheduled while an SI executes in hardware, then PORT must be delayed until the SI
execution finishes.
(2)
If PORT is scheduled right before or after an accelerator configuration, then all containers are tested

5.3.4 Combined PRET and PORT Scheduling
With PRET and PORT both enabled, the reconfigurable system is able to defend the configured accelerators against
structural faults induced by aging effects or latent defects and
transient events such as crosstalk or radiation. Since both test
schemes differ in their test intervals and test methods, they
do not interfere with each other. Fig. 11 shows the simulation
results for the performance loss of a reconfigurable system
with 5 containers when both PRET and PORT are enabled.
All combinations of PRET and PORT frequencies used in
previous sections are applied.
Performance [%]
0
-1
1
-2
2
-3
3
-4
4
-5
5
20

1
25

30

Configuration frequency fC [Hz]

10
35

40

1000

100
PORT frequency fP [Hz]

Fig. 11. Performance loss when both PRET and PORT are
applied for a reconfigurable system with 5 containers.
The average configuration frequency fC is determined by
considering all reconfigurations, i.e. accelerator configurations (AC) and test configurations (TC). The lowest configuration frequency of 17 Hz corresponds to the case where
on-demand and periodic PRET is disabled, i.e. only accelerator configurations are performed. When enabling PRET,
the configuration frequency doubles to 34–41 Hz, but due to
the PRET scheduling that distributes the TCs over time, the
performance loss remains limited.
The highest configuration frequency of 41 Hz in Fig. 11
is obtained for the highest on-demand PRET frequency of
1 TC/AC. For lower PRET frequencies (1 TC/2 ACs and
1 TC/3 ACs), the configuration frequencies reduce correspondingly (35 Hz and 34 Hz). For an on-demand PRET frequency of 1 TC/4 ACs, the configuration frequency increases
again (37 Hz), because more periodic PRETs are executed due
to the reduced number of on-demand PRETs. That explains
the bend that is visible in Fig. 11 for fC = 37 Hz.
For a PORT frequency fP of less than 100 Hz the performance loss is dominated by the configuration frequency
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fC . After that point, the PORT frequency dominates the
performance loss, but also reduces TCRIT significantly (see
Fig. 10). The highest performance loss of 4.4% occurs for a
PORT frequency of 1,000 Hz and a configuration frequency
of 41 Hz. This setup leads to a significantly reduced TCRIT
of 64.7µs.

6

C ONCLUSION

This paper presents efficient online test strategies for reliable
runtime-reconfigurable systems and their transparent system
integration. The pre-configuration online tests (PRET) and postconfiguration online tests (PORT) check if the reconfigurable
fabric is faulty and if the reconfiguration processes complete
without errors during runtime. The combination of both
test schemes and their non-concurrent execution allow a
significant reduction of the time a fault remains undetected
in the system.
The tight integration of the test schemes into the runtime
system and the system scheduling minimize the performance
overhead. During the non-concurrent test execution, system
operation is only marginally impacted for a few microseconds.
The experimental results show that the application of the
presented strategies to a reconfigurable system results in
high fault-coverage and low test latency. The time a fault
remains undetected in the system is reduced by up to two
orders of magnitude at a performance loss of less than 4.4%.
A hardware prototype demonstrates the feasibility of the
proposed PRET and PORT based online test strategies.
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